Modeling of Age-Dependent Epileptogenesis by Differential Homeostatic Synaptic Scaling
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Homeostatic synaptic plasticity (HSP) has been implicated in the development of hyperexcitability and epileptic seizures following traumatic brain injury (TBI). Our in vivo experimental studies in cats revealed that the severity of TBI-mediated epileptogenesis depends on the age of the animal. To characterize mechanisms of these differences, we studied the properties of the TBI-induced epileptogenesis in a biophysically realistic cortical network model with dynamic ion concentrations. After deafferentation, which was induced by dissection of the afferent inputs, there was a reduction of the network activity and upregulation of excitatory connections leading to spontaneous spike-and-wave type seizures. When axonal sprouting was implemented, the seizure threshold increased in the model of young but not the older animals, which had slower or unidirectional homeostatic processes. Our study suggests that age-related changes in the HSP mechanisms are sufficient to explain the difference in the likelihood of seizure onset in young versus older animals.
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Significance Statement

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is one of the leading causes of intractable epilepsy. Likelihood of developing epilepsy and seizures following severe brain trauma has been shown to increase with age. Specific mechanisms of TBI-related epileptogenesis and how these mechanisms are affected by age remain to be understood. We test a hypothesis that the failure of homeostatic synaptic regulation, a slow negative feedback mechanism that maintains neural activity within a physiological range through activity-dependent modulation of synaptic strength, in older animals may augment TBI-induced epileptogenesis. Our results provide new insight into understanding this debilitating disorder and may lead to novel avenues for the development of effective treatments of TBI-induced epilepsy.

Introduction

Penetrating brain wounds or other forms of brain trauma commonly lead to epileptogenesis (Kollevold, 1976; Dinner, 1993; Temkin et al., 1995; Annegers et al., 1998; Topolnik et al., 2003b; Jin et al., 2006; Nita et al., 2007; Avramescu and Timofeev, 2008).
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Partial cortical deafferentation triggers the development of electrographic seizures within hours of the initial insult (Topolnik et al., 2003a; Nita et al., 2006). Following partial cortical deafferentation, epileptiform discharges were observed in vitro (Prince and Tseng, 1993; Xiong et al., 2011). In vivo studies in undercut cat cortex have revealed synaptic strength modulation and changes in intrinsic excitability (Avramescu and Timofeev, 2008), but exact mechanisms leading to seizure onset following brain trauma remain to be understood.

Homeostatic synaptic plasticity (HSP) has been implicated in epileptogenesis following severe brain trauma (Houweling et al., 2005; Echegoyen et al., 2007; Trasande and Ramirez, 2007; Fröhlich et al., 2008a; O’Leary et al., 2010; Volman et al., 2011a, b). HSP is a slow negative feedback mechanism that maintains neural activity within a physiological range through activity-dependent modulation of synaptic strength and intrinsic excitability (Burrone and Murthy, 2003; Turrigiano, 2008; Pozo and...
Goda, 2010). It has been proposed that this is achieved through the use of activity-dependent Ca$$^{2+}$$ sensors, TNFα and BDNF levels, as well as changes in Arc/Arg3.1 expression (Burrone and Murthy, 2003; Turrigiano, 2008; Pozo and Goda, 2010). In a normal network, HSP works to counterbalance Hebbian plasticity preventing runaway excitation, and restricts the network activity to maintain network stability (Pozo and Goda, 2010). However, for chronic activity deprivation, as occurs after partial cortical deafferentation, HSP may fail to correctly compensate for the loss of network activity promoting hyperexcitability and may potentially lead to paroxysmal synchronized bursting events (Houweling et al., 2005; Fröhlich et al., 2008a; Volman et al., 2011a, b).

Recent studies of epileptogenesis in animals of different age revealed that older animals are more prone to epileptic seizures after traumatic brain injury (TBI) than the younger ones (Timofeev et al., 2013). It was suggested that, following recovery from injury, HSP may fail to control synaptic strength in deafferented areas leading to “overshooting” of synaptic strength and promoting epileptogenesis. In this new study, we explored the hypothesis that HSP regulation is age-dependent, and its changes may lead to epileptogenesis, using a biophysically realistic cortical network model in which synaptic strengths are under homeostatic regulation, and the dynamics of intracellular and extracellular ion concentrations are implemented to achieve realistic “in vivo-type” network dynamics. Following network deafferentation, we observed a decrease in the seizure threshold that was dependent on the severity of trauma. Implementing axonal sprouting rescued the normal physiological activity, but only when HSP was able to precisely control excitability. Impairment of the homeostatic downregulation, as observed in older animals, increased severity of epileptogenesis and led to persistent epileptiform discharges as observed experimentally in the older, but not in the young animals.

Materials and Methods

In vivo experiments. All experiments were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and approved by the Université Laval Committee on Ethics and Animal Protection. Experiments were performed on cats of either sex. To create conditions that occur in penetrating wounds, the white matter underneath the suprasylvian gyrus (parietal cortex, area 5 and 7) was transected under isoflurane anesthesia. The details of this cortical undercut procedure were described previously (Topolnik et al., 2003b, Nita et al., 2007). The details of surgery and simultaneous wireless local field potential (LFP) behavioral recordings are described previously (Grand et al., 2013). In these experiments, the intracortical LFP electrodes were inserted to a depth of 1 mm in undercut cortex (left suprasylvian gyrus), left posterior marginal gyrus (secondary visual cortex, area 18), and right and left postcruciate gyri (primary somatosensory cortex, area 6). To control for states of vigilance and to record seizure-associated movements, we implanted electrooculogram electrodes in the inferior surface of the orbital plate of the frontal bone, electromyogram electrodes into the neck muscles, and an accelerometer (ADXL-330, Analog Devices) was attached to the head bones. Continuous wireless recordings of electrographic and movement activities were achieved with NeuroWare W16-series system (Triangle Biosystems). The wireless amplifier and battery were attached to the head and protected with plastic housing. Head-restrained experiments were performed identically to previous description (Nita et al., 2007). The experiments lasted for 3–6 months.

Analysis. All recordings were analyzed off-line using custom-written routines in IgorPro 4.

Pyramidal cell and interneuron models. Pyramidal cells (PYs) and inhibitory interneurons (INs) were modeled as two-compartment neurons with dendritic and axosomatic compartments as described previously in detail (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996; Kager et al., 2000; Bazhenov et al., 2004; Fröhlich and Bazhenov, 2006; Krishnan and Bazhenov, 2011). The change in voltage for each compartment can be described by the following equations:

\[
\frac{dV_I}{dt} = -g_m(V_I - V_m) - I_{\text{inj}} - I_{\text{pump}} - I_{\text{leak}}
\]

where \(V_I\) is the voltage of the dendritic compartment, \(I_{\text{inj}}\) and \(I_{\text{pump}}\) are the sum of the ionic leak currents, \(I_{\text{leak}}\) is the sum of the Na$$^{+}$$ and K$$^{+}$$ currents through the Na$$^{+}$$/K$$^{+}$$ pump, and \(I_{\text{inj}}\), \(I_{\text{pump}}\), and \(I_{\text{leak}}\) are the intrinsic currents for the dendritic and axosomatic compartments, respectively.

The intrinsic current present in the dendritic compartment (\(I_{\text{inj}}\)) includes the voltage-gated sodium current (\(I_{\text{Na}}\), persistent sodium current (\(I_{\text{NaP}}\)), high-threshold calcium current (\(I_{\text{Ca}}\)), calcium-activated potassium current (\(I_{\text{CaK}}\)), slowly activating potassium current (\(I_{\text{Ks}}\)), and leak conductances. The axosomatic compartment (\(I_{\text{leak}}\)) consisted of the delayed-rectifier potassium current (\(I_{\text{Kd}}\), voltage-gated sodium current (\(I_{\text{Na}}\)), the persistent sodium current (\(I_{\text{NaP}}\), and the sodium-activated potassium current (\(I_{\text{CaK}}\)). All of these currents have been described in detail previously (Krishnan and Bazhenov, 2011).

Ion concentration dynamics. This model exhibits changes in concentrations of \([\text{K}^+]_o, [\text{Na}^+]_o, [\text{Na}^+]_i, [\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i\), and \([\text{Cl}^-]_i\). The reversal potentials for each current calculated through the use of the Nernst equation for the specific ion or ions passing through the channel of interest. The concentration dynamics of these ions was modeled similar to previous work (Kager et al., 2000; Bazhenov et al., 2004; Fröhlich and Bazhenov, 2006; Krishnan and Bazhenov, 2011) and are described as follows:

\[
\frac{d[K^+]_o}{dt} = \left( \frac{k}{F} \right) (I_{\text{pump}} + I_{\text{leak}}) + \delta_e ([K^+]_{o1} - [K^+]_o) + \delta_i ([K^+]_{o2} - [K^+]_o) + G
\]

\[
\frac{d[K^+]_i}{dt} = -\left( \frac{k}{F} \right) (I_{\text{NaP}} + I_{\text{leak}}) + \delta_e ([K^+]_{i1} - [K^+]_i) + \delta_i ([K^+]_{i2} - [K^+]_i)
\]

\[
\frac{d[\text{Na}^+]_i}{dt} = \left( \frac{k}{F} \right) (I_{\text{NaP}} + I_{\text{leak}}) + \delta_e ([\text{Na}^+]_{i1} - [\text{Na}^+]_i) + \delta_i ([\text{Na}^+]_{i2} - [\text{Na}^+]_i)
\]

\[
\frac{d[\text{Cl}^-]_i}{dt} = -\left( \frac{k}{F} \right) (I_{\text{leak}} + I_{\text{pump}}) + \frac{[\text{Cl}^-]_i - [\text{Cl}^-]_o}{\tau_{\text{Cl}}}
\]

\[
\tau_{\text{Cl}} = \frac{100 + \frac{\tau_{\text{Cl}}}{1 + \exp\left(\frac{[\text{Cl}^-]_i - [\text{Cl}^-]_o}{\tau_{\text{Cl}}}\right)}}{\tau_{\text{Cl}}}
\]

\[
\frac{d[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i}{dt} = \left( -5.1819 \times 10^{-5} I_{\text{pump}} \right) \frac{D_{\text{Ca}}}{[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i} + \left( 2.4 \times 10^{-4} - \frac{[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i}{\tau_{\text{Ca}}} \right)
\]

where \(F = 96,489\) C/mol, the conversion factor \(k = 10, d = 0.15\) determined the ratio of the extracellular compartment volume to the surface area, \([\text{K}^+]_o\) and \([\text{Na}^+]_o\) are the K$$^{+}$$ and Na$$^{+}$$ concentrations in the adjacent compartments, and \([\text{K}^+]_{i1}, [\text{K}^+]_{i2}, [\text{Na}^+]_{i1}, [\text{Na}^+]_{i2}, [\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{i1}\) and \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{i2}\) are the concentrations of K$$^{+}$$ and Na$$^{+}$$ in neighboring cells respectively. In this model, \([\text{K}^+]_i\), represents the concentration of the extracellular potassium immediately surrounding a given neuron. Additionally, extracellular K$$^{+}$$ was allowed to diffuse between the two compartments in the model and between the space volumes associated with neighboring neu-
rons. G represents the glial K⁺ buffer. For the chloride dynamics, [Cl⁻]₀ = 5 mM, τ_Cl = 2 × 10⁷ s, and τ_KCl = 0.08 s. As discussed previously (Krishnan and Bazhenov, 2011), these values were chosen to match experimental data with regards to the role of [K⁺] in KCC2 cotransporter efficiency. Values for τ_Cl and τ_KCl were set to 300 ms and 0.85 ms, respectively.

Network and synaptic properties. The cortical network was modeled as a two-dimensional network, which consisted of 120 PYs and 24 INs. Each PY neuron made local excitatory connections to five other PY neurons on both sides such that each PY neuron projected to 10 PYs with AMPA conductance strength of 9 nS and NMDA conductance strength of 0.9 nS. Each PY neuron also formed synaptic connections onto IN neurons with AMPA and NMDA conductance strengths of 3 nS and 0.3 nS, respectively. Each IN neuron, in turn, projected to five local PY neurons, forming GABA_A connections with conductance strengths of 9 nS. Additionally, each PY and IN neuron received individual afferent excitatory input modeled as a Poisson process of 140 Hz. This network configuration, although simplified, reproduced realistic electrical activity found in cortical network during epileptic seizures and is similar to those used in previous studies (Bazhenov et al., 2002; Frohlich and Bazhenov, 2006; Frohlich et al., 2008a). Synaptic scaling was achieved by the following:

\[ W_{PY}^{\text{PY}_{i+1}} = W_{PY}^{\text{PY}_{i}} + \alpha_{\text{HSP}} (v_{i} - 5v_{i}) W_{PY}^{\text{PY}_{i}} \]

where \( W_{PY}^{\text{PY}_{i}} \) is the AMPA conductance between two excitatory neurons at \( t_{i} \) s interval, \( v_{i} \) is the target firing rate (5 Hz), \( v_{i} \) is the current AMPA averaged firing rate, and \( \alpha_{\text{HSP}} \) is the rate of homeostatic scaling (\( \alpha_{\text{HSP}} = 0.01 \)). Because it was not possible to simulate the network model on the longer time scale of the HSP, we applied HSP at a much faster rate (minutes) than observed in vivo (hours to days). We determined the value of \( \alpha_{\text{HSP}} \) by controlling the network activity and ion concentrations, ensuring that they always stayed in the physiological range without requiring excessively long computational times.

Seizures in humans and animal models of TBI generally last for only a brief period (30 s to a few minutes). Homeostatic changes in network excitability in cell cultures, in vitro, and in vivo conditions, require several hours (>4 h) to days of chronically blocked activity (Topolnik et al., 2003a, b; Nita et al., 2006, 2007; Ecbergoyen et al., 2007; Rich and Wenner, 2007; Trasande and Ramirez, 2007; Avramescu and Timofeev, 2008; Iibata et al., 2008; O’Leary et al., 2010). Therefore, we assumed that the timescales for HSP and seizure activity are very different and that HSP may not have much of an effect on synaptic weights during a single seizure event. As such, to prevent unrealistic changes of synaptic weights during seizures in the model, where the rate of HSP was increased to obtain reasonable simulation times, we turned HSP off during seizure-like events.

In addition to the homeostatic scaling, we added synaptic recovery processes to some of the simulations to model trauma-induced axonal sprouting (Kusmierczak et al., 2015) and to allow the deafferented PY neurons to recover the lost afferent inputs. This was implemented by the following:

\[ A_{PY}^{A} = A_{PY}^{T} + \gamma_{\text{HSP}} (A_{PY}^{T} - A_{PY}^{A}) A_{PY}^{T} \]

where \( A_{PY}^{T} \) is the strength of the current afferent input to the deafferented PY neurons, \( A_{PY}^{A} \) is the original strength of the afferent input, and \( \gamma_{\text{HSP}} \) is the sprouting rate. The sprouting rate was varied in our simulations to test the hypothesis that the differences in axonal sprouting may be sufficient to explain observation that older cats are more susceptible to seizure than younger cats following partial cortical deafferentation (Timofeev et al., 2013). In our simulations, the homeostatic rule was applied globally, and axonal sprouting process was applied to all deafferented PY neurons.

Estimation of seizure thresholds. The seizure threshold was determined using a binary search method using an iterative procedure. Initially, a high input that led to seizure and a low input that did not result in seizure were set as high (\( P_{\text{up}} \)) and low (\( P_{\text{low}} \)) bounds. At every iteration, the input to the network was set to be the average (\( \langle P \rangle \)) of \( P_{\text{up}} \) and \( P_{\text{low}} \). If the \( \langle P \rangle \) resulted in a seizure, then the new high value was set as the average (\( P_{\text{up}} = \langle P \rangle \)), otherwise the new low value was set as the average (\( P_{\text{low}} = \langle P \rangle \)). The next iteration followed the same process as above with the new bounds until the difference between high and low bounds was less than 0.1, at which point the threshold was taken to be the average of these final bounds.

Results

Trauma-induced epileptogenesis in vivo

Our previous studies have demonstrated that cortical undercut induces acute seizures stopping within several hours (Topolnik et al., 2003b). In head-restrained adult cats, the seizures were also developed in chronic conditions, weeks and months from the undercut in 70% of animals (Nita et al., 2007). Although cats are very tolerant to head-restrained conditions, some physiological artifacts, due to unusual environment could be a factor that contributed to seizure generation. Therefore, in this study, we performed continuous wireless electrographic and behavioral recordings for 2–4 months in four young (10–12 months old at the time of surgery) and one adult cat (older than 8 years).

The acute seizures were recorded for 8–10 h after the end of isoflurane anesthesia in all animals. The amplitude of electric activity in the undercut suprasylvian area was lower compared with other sites of intracortical recordings. The general dynamics of pathological 3–5 Hz rhythmic activities around undercut cortex were not different from our previous study in terms of their spatial and temporal distribution (Nita et al., 2007). These electrical activities were recorded in the 8-year-old cat only. However, we observed new phenomena that have not been seen in head-restrained animals. The undercut cortex produced isolated large amplitude (~0.5 mV) slow waves. There were 18–20 periods of these slow waves per day in the first week following the undercut, and then their occurrence increased to ~50 periods per day. Within each period, there were 2–40 slow waves, none of which were rhythmic and they occurred at most once every 10 s. We have not observed these events in the head-restrained conditions in our previous experiments (Nita et al., 2007).

After 6 weeks, rare large paroxysmal electrographic activities were developed in the adult cat only. The full-blown seizures accompanied with motor jerks were developed at the end of the third month. Most of the seizures were detected in waking state, within a minute of transition from either slow-wave sleep or rapid eye movement sleep (Fig. 1A). In this animal, the highest amplitude of slow waves during slow-wave sleep were recorded in both right and left somatosensory cortices (Fig. 1B1,B2, green traces), and the lowest amplitude was recorded in the undercut cortex (Fig. 1B1,B2, black traces). During seizure, the maximal LFP amplitude was recorded in marginal gyrus (Fig. 1B1,B2, red trace) followed by left postcruciate gyrus (Fig. 1B1,B2, top green trace). Both these recording sites were surrounding the undercut cortex, suggesting that the areas surrounding the undercut cortex play a leading role in the seizure generation. After the end of the
seizure, the cat awakened as demonstrated by activated LFP pattern in visual cortex and was at physical rest as evidenced by an absence of movements, low neck muscle tone, and strong mu rhythm recorded over somatosensory cortical areas (#D1, #D2).

In our previous experiments, ~70% of cats developed seizure activities in chronic conditions after undercut (Nita et al., 2007). These animals were of unknown age. Here we reanalyzed these data. Of 6 animals, the two that did not develop epilepsy within 3–4 months of observation were the cats that weighed 1.9–2.2 kg. The cats that developed epilepsy within the first several months from the undercut weighed 2.3–3.9 kg; veterinary examination did not consider these cats to be obese. The cats that weighed >2.3 kg were most likely fully adult. This further suggests that cortical undercuts lead to the development of epilepsy only in adult cats.

Partial cortical deafferentation triggers seizure-like activity in the network model
Following our previous studies (Timofeev et al., 2000; Topolnik et al., 2003a, b; Houweling et al., 2005; Frohlich and Bazhenov, 2006; Frohlich et al., 2008a, b; Timofeev et al., 2010; Volman et al., 2011a, b), partial network deafferentation was used as a computational model of TBI. The network model incorporated populations of synaptically coupled excitatory pyramidal cells, and inhibitory interneurons. In addition, realistic ion concentration dynamics were implemented to simulate in vivo-like conditions (for details, see Materials and Methods). HSP was implemented.
to maintain a target firing rate by upregulation or downregulation of synaptic strength. To achieve feasible simulation times, the HSP scaling rate was significantly increased to achieve much faster than physiological scaling.

In an intact, nondeafferented network, application of a low amplitude 1 s current pulse stimulus to all pyramidal neurons was unable to elicit seizure activity (Fig. 2A–C). The brief stimulus caused a small transient increase in network activity reflected in the rise of the mean firing rate of the network (Fig. 3A, red trace). Before the stimulus, the network firing rate was fairly constant around the target firing rate of 5 Hz. At the onset of the stimulus (Fig. 3A, 300 s), the firing rate of the network increased to $\sim$10 Hz, but quickly returned to the baseline following termination of current pulse. Increase in the network mean firing rate was accompanied by small transient increases in extracellular potassium and intracellular sodium concentrations, which then returned to the baseline shortly after the stimulus ended (Fig. 3D, red traces). The firing pattern of this intact network remained unperturbed, showing spontaneous activity across the entire network (Fig. 2A–C).

Inducing 50% deafferentation (afferent input was reduced by half) (Fig. 2D, green triangle) to a middle region of 80 neurons (of a total of 120 neurons) led to immediate decrease of activity in the region affected by deafferentation (Figs. 2D, 3A, red trace). The firing pattern of this deafferented network in Figs. 2D, 3A, red trace. The firing pattern of this intact network remained unperturbed, showing spontaneous activity across the entire network (Fig. 2A–C).

Figure 2. Network deafferentation leads to reduction of seizure threshold. A, Raster plot of activity in control network without deafferentation. Brief 1 s stimulus was applied at 300 s (red bar). B, Single-cell activity from control network in A (location indicated by arrow). C, Zoom-in of activity from B showing spontaneous firing pattern. D, Raster plot of activity of a network with 50% deafferentation applied at 100 s (green triangle). Stimulation was applied at 300 s (red bar) of equal duration and strength as that applied in A. E, Single-cell activity from the deafferented network in D. F, Left, synchronized bursting events with spike inactivation during spike and wave seizure-like activity in E. Right, Background bursting firing pattern generated between seizures. G, Left, LFP of the network corresponding to the spike and wave epileptiform activity shown in F (left). Right, the LFP corresponding to background bursting in F (right).
gered homeostatic upregulation of excitatory synaptic connectivity leading to the slow recovery of the network firing rate (Fig. 3A, see the time interval 100–200 s). Figure 2E shows the voltage trace of a single representative neuron within the deafferented region and the reduction in activity of the neuron following deafferentation. Extracellular potassium concentration (Fig. 3D, black trace, and Fig. 3E) was also slightly reduced as a result of the deafferentation. Synaptic weights between pyramidal neurons progressively increased (Fig. 3B, black trace) through HSP regulation in response to the reduction of firing rate.

Upon application of external stimulus to deafferented network (Fig. 2D, red bar; strength same as Fig. 2A), the network generated seizure-like response. We found a significant reduction in the seizure threshold: seizure-like activity could be generated in the deafferented network using only 4% of the stimulus strength needed to induce seizure-like activity in the intact network. Pathological activity showed characteristic state transitions between fast runs and spike-and-wave complexes, followed by spontaneous termination and postictal depression (Fig. 2D, E) resembling *in vivo* recordings of electrographic seizures (Topolnik et al., 2003a). The LFPs during the fast runs and spike-and-wave complexes in the model (Fig. 2G) resemble the LFPs recorded *in vivo* in Figure 1. Following postictal depression, the baseline firing rate of the deafferented network fluctuated around the target firing rate of 5 Hz. However, there was a marked difference in the network baseline firing pattern after deafferentation. Unlike asynchronous spontaneous firing observed in the intact network (Fig. 2A–C), the neurons showed isolated bursting events following deafferentation (Fig. 2D–F, right). Bursting was observed independently of the episodes of seizure, suggesting that the origin of this pattern was purely a consequence of network deafferentation.

The dynamics of network activity can be illustrated by following the trajectory in a reduced phase space of the average synaptic weights plotted against the average firing rate (Fig. 3C). Without deafferentation (Fig. 3C, red), the state of the network was in a fixed point-like attractor and stayed there for the duration of the simulation. Following 50% deafferentation, the network state...
drifted away from the fixed point (Fig. 3C, black) due to HSP-mediated increase in synaptic weights. It approached a limit cycle-like attractor corresponding to the slow oscillatory dynamics of the baseline activity. In this state, the network was sensitive to small perturbations; thus, a small external stimulus could trigger a seizure. The seizure-like activity resulted in a rapid rise in the firing frequency followed by return of oscillations (Fig. 3C, spike in black plot).

Analysis of the extracellular potassium concentration (Fig. 3 D, E) suggests that the seizure onset was triggered by a positive feedback mechanism. Following external stimulation, [K⁺]₀ in the region of the network affected by deafferentation reached a level high enough to increase excitability and neuronal firing; that further increased [K⁺]₀, leading to seizure onset (Fig. 3 D, E). During seizure-like activity, [K⁺]₀ reached as high as 7 mM, while the intracellular sodium concentration ([Na⁺]ᵢ) remained high in the intact region of the network affected by deafferentation (e.g., 50% deafferentation (Fig. 3 D, E); Frohlich et al., 2010). Additional increases in [Na⁺]ᵢ also suggested that the seizure onset was triggered by a positive feedback mechanism as previously shown (Krishnan and Bazhenov, 2006). Progressive increase of [Na⁺]ᵢ over the course of seizure eliminated bistability, leading to termination of seizure and postictal depression state (Krishnan and Bazhenov, 2011).

We found that stimulation of the deafferented network during either the peak or trough of the slow baseline [K⁺]₀, oscillation did not significantly affect seizure threshold. Although we previously reported dependence of the threshold for seizure onset on the level of [K⁺]₀ (Fröhlich et al., 2010), fluctuations of the baseline [K⁺]₀, reported here were too small (<1 mM) to produce a significant change of the seizure threshold.

In this model, seizure-like activity started first near the center of the network. This was likely because there were enough intact neurons within the deafferented region to trigger a seizure. In networks with more severe deafferentation (e.g., 90% deafferentation; see Fig. 5), there were fewer active neurons within the deafferented region, but neurons from the intact part of the network stimulated activity near the border of the intact and deafferented regions; that area became a primary site for seizure initiation.

Severity of deafferentation determines seizure threshold

We next explored effects of the severity of deafferentation on seizure threshold. We began by keeping the size of the deafferented region constant while varying the percentage of deafferented neurons within the affected region. In a 1D network of 120 PY neurons, an affected region of 80 contiguous neurons was chosen, and within these 80 neurons the percentage of deafferented neurons was varied. Starting with a network with 0% deafferentation (all neurons were left intact) and increasing the severity of the trauma to 100% deafferentation (all 80 neurons experienced partial deafferentation), there was a significant decrease in seizure threshold (Fig. 4A). In intact nondeafferented networks, seizure-like activity could still be induced by a sufficiently strong current pulse (100% in Fig. 4A, C). Similar to the seizures in the deafferented network, the intact network exhibited characteristic fast run and spike-and-wave complex state transitions, and large increases in [K⁺]₀ as well as increases in [Na⁺]ᵢ. With a small deafferentation (<10%), the seizure threshold was reduced but remained relatively high (Fig. 4A). Deafferentation of 10% of the neural population (Fig. 4B) resulted in a seizure threshold of 70% of the stimulus strength necessary to evoke seizure in intact network. In that case, reduction in the network baseline activity following deafferentation (green triangle) was relatively small. Nevertheless, even such minor “trauma” led to appearance of isolated bursting events (similar to that shown in Fig. 2F, right).

The seizure threshold quickly reduced with deafferentation of 20% and higher; 50% deafferentation produced the lowest seizure threshold of ~4% of that in the intact network (Fig. 4A). This condition (50% deafferentation) was chosen in simulations shown in Figures 2 and 3. Increasing deafferentation to 100% led to a small increase in seizure threshold compared with that in the model with 50% deafferentation. Remaining intact (and therefore, more active) neurons at the intermediate levels of deafferentation (e.g., 50%) could likely help initiate seizure; this can explain the minor threshold increase when an entire population was deafferented. In these simulations, although seizure initiation threshold became very low with increasing size of deafferentation, spontaneous seizures were not generated. Independent of the severity of the trauma, all seizure-like events exhibited characteristic fast run and spike-and-wave complex state transitions and increases in [K⁺]₀. Additionally, all but the fully intact network developed isolated bursting following deafferentation.

We then tested the effect of the size of deafferented region on the susceptibility of the network for seizure generation by changing the number of neurons in the affected region (i.e., 80 neurons for the previous condition) and applying 50% deafferentation (~40 neurons were deafferented of 80 neuron for the previous condition). Increasing the size of the affected region from 0 neurons to a block of 100 neurons also showed a significant change in seizure threshold (Fig. 4C). Affected regions of 10–20 neurons resulted in a small decrease of threshold (>60% of that in intact network), very similar to the small change in seizure threshold observed in the 10% deafferented condition (Fig. 4A). Deafferented regions of 30–100 neurons, however, led to much higher decrease of the seizure threshold. When 100 neurons were deafferented, a seizure threshold reduced to only 3% of that in the intact condition. Figure 4D shows a network with a deafferented region of 70 neurons. Surprisingly, this network produced seizure pattern that was very similar to that in the network with only 10% deafferentation (Fig. 4B). Unlike the result from varying the percentage of deafferented neurons (Fig. 4A), we did not observe an increase in threshold as the size of the affected region approached 100 neurons. Although both of the trauma conditions resulted in very low seizure initiation thresholds, varying the size of the deafferented region showed a smoother drop in threshold (Fig. 4C) as opposed to the abrupt drop in Figure 4A. As was the case with varying the percentage of neurons being deafferented, varying the size of the affected region did not result in the generation of spontaneous seizures.

Seizure-like events start near the boundary between intact and deafferented regions

To study spatiotemporal properties of initiation and spread of seizure-like activity, we increased the size of the network to 200 neurons leaving an intact region of 60 neurons on either side of the deafferented area of 80 neurons in the center of the network (Fig. 5A). We then applied 90% deafferentation at the time 100 s (Fig. 5A, green triangle). As in the previous experiments, before
the “trauma” the network displayed an asynchronous firing pattern. After deafferentation, we observed an immediate and strong drop in activity of the deafferented region. A brief, 1 s stimulus applied to the entire population of neurons (red bar) evoked seizure-like activity. Figure 5B provides a closer look at the spatiotemporal pattern of activity near the time of stimulation. The stimulus (red bar) triggered tonic firing, which lasted ~20 s before transitioning to spike-and-wave bursting activity. In all models of epileptiform activity reported in this study, \( [K^+]_n \) increased during fast runs and decreased during spike-and-wave bursting phase (Fröhlich et al., 2005; Fröhlich and Bazhenov, 2006). This created bistability between two dynamic network states for a range of \( [K^+]_n \) mediating transitions from tonic firing to spike-and-wave bursting.

We observed that epileptic bursts initiated at the boundaries between intact and deafferented regions (Fig. 5B) and then propagated outward to the rest of the network. A closer look at a single neuron near the boundary and a neuron from the center of the deafferented region revealed the delay in the onset of transition from fast runs to spike-and-wave complexes (Fig. 5C,D), thus indicating that the synchronized activity propagated away from the boundaries and well inside the intact and deafferented regions. Seizure-like activity in the intact regions of the network appeared to last longer than that in the deafferented region. These results are consistent with our new experimental study (Fig. 1) reported that the seizure amplitude was highest near the boundary of the undercut area, and with the previous experimental studies showing that seizure initiation in vivo occurs near the boundary between intact and deafferented regions (Nita et al., 2007). Unlike the neurons located well inside deafferented region, neurons near the border receive synaptic input from active intact neurons while some of their excitatory connections are homeostatically upregulated. This combination of upregulated synaptic strength and strong synaptic input made these neurons hyperexcitable and primed for seizure (Volman et al., 2011b).

**Spontaneous versus evoked epileptiform events**

To test the effect of HSP properties on seizure threshold, we varied the rate of homeostatic scaling (\( \alpha_{HSP} \); which is the rate at which synaptic weights change during HSP; for details, see Materials and Methods); higher scaling rate manifested faster, but also less accurate adjustment of synaptic weights. Spontaneous seizures were generated after 50% deafferentation (similar to conditions presented in Fig. 2) when the rate of homeostatic scaling was increased from 0.01 to 0.06, and the update time for synaptic weights was increased from every 5 s to every 20 s (Fig. 6A,B). Less precise synaptic scaling at higher rates prevented fine adjustments of synaptic weights, thereby making the network

---

**Figure 4.** Severity of deafferentation affects seizure threshold. A, Threshold values for different degrees of deafferentation. Red line indicates the mean threshold (±SD) for a given degree of deafferentation. Black bars represent a range of thresholds from individual simulations. B, Raster plot of activity from a network with 10% deafferentation (green triangle). Bottom, Activity of a single neuron from the network (top panel). Arrow indicates location. C, Threshold values for different sizes of deafferented area. D, Raster plot of activity from a network with a block of 70 neurons undergoing 50% deafferentation (green triangle). Bottom, Activity of a single neuron from the network.
more prone to overcompensate for the loss of activity and increasing propensity for seizure. Physiologically, this effect could result from the feedback delay between increase of synaptic strength and changes of the ambient glutamate level sufficient to stop synaptic upregulation.

These spontaneous seizures exhibited characteristic fast runs and spike-and-wave complexes (Fig. 6B) and were accompanied by a large increase in the network mean firing rate, with a maximum rate reaching 65 Hz, and large increases of synaptic weights (Fig. 6C,D). The network generated the first spontaneous seizure ~100 s after the deafferentation, with ~250 s between seizure-like events (Fig. 6A). Postictal depression lasted for ~100 s. Before the first seizure onset, synaptic weights reached higher level than that in the model with a slower and more precise HSP rate (compare Fig. 3B with Fig. 6D), which could explain the occurrence of spontaneous seizures. This experiment suggests that precise regulation of the HSP scaling may have an important impact on the network dynamics.

**Effects of axonal sprouting on seizure threshold**

Local axonal sprouting has been observed in cortex following cortical deafferentation (Carmichael and Chesselet, 2002; Avramescu and Timofeev, 2008; Timofeev et al., 2013; Kuśmierczak et al., 2015). Connection probabilities progressively increased up to 6 weeks after cortical undercut was administered in cats (Avramescu and Timofeev, 2008). Axonal sprouting in response to cortical trauma was found to be regulated by synchronous network activity after the trauma (Carmichael and Chesselet, 2002). To study effect of trauma-induced axonal sprouting on seizure threshold and generation, we implemented a recovery process that modeled the axonal sprouting observed following brain trauma and that regulated the amount of external input received by deafferented population of neurons. This model of axonal sprouting was only applied to deafferented neurons, and the level of input was not allowed to exceed that in the intact network.

Because both homeostatic scaling and axonal sprouting may vary with age, we varied the rate of both processes in our model, and we tested effect of these changes on seizure threshold (Fig. 7A). In general, we found that as the sprouting rate increased, the threshold for seizure generation also increased. For high sprouting rates, increasing HSP rate, $\alpha_{\text{HSP}}$, led to threshold increase. For networks with very fast HSP rate ($\alpha_{\text{HSP}} = 0.06$) and sprouting rate ($\gamma_{\text{syn}} = 0.001$), the seizure threshold reached the level observed in a completely intact network (Fig. 7A, top/right). Figure 7B shows examples of the seizure threshold dynamics over time for two combinations of HSP and sprouting rate parameters (Fig. 7A, see 1 and 2). We compared a “fast” network with faster HSP and faster sprouting rate ($\alpha_{\text{HSP}} = 0.005; \gamma_{\text{syn}} = 0.001$) to a “slow” network that had a slower HSP and slower sprouting rate ($\alpha_{\text{HSP}} = 0.001; \gamma_{\text{syn}} = 0.0002$). A total of 50% deafferentation was applied to both networks at the same time point (Fig. 7B, arrow). In Figure 7B, early and late HSP are defined by the time elapsed following the initial cortical insult, early HSP was the time almost immediately after deafferentation and late HSP was the time when the target firing rate was fully recovered. From a clinical perspective, early HSP can be considered the time when early onset seizures are prevalent, and late HSP is when the incidence of late onset seizures is increased. The threshold values presented before the onset of the deafferentation represent the threshold for intact networks.

During early stages of HSP, the fast network had a lower seizure threshold than the slow network (Fig. 7B, compare the first point after deafferentation). However, as the time progressed, the fast network displayed a significant increase in the threshold level (>70% of intact network), whereas the slow network’s seizure threshold continued to decline. It should be noted that both networks, with the fast and slow HSP and sprouting rate in Figure 7B, were able to fully recover their seizure thresholds after a substantial amount of time; however, the overall duration of the time window when the threshold was reduced was much longer in the network with the slow sprouting rates. Experimental studies with cats (Timofeev et al., 2013) suggest that the age-related increase in seizure susceptibility following cortical deafferentation may be caused by the differences in homeostatic scaling and axonal...
sprouting. Indeed, our model predicts that it may be a plausible mechanism to explain reduced likelihood of late-onset seizure as seen in animal experiments, as well as in juvenile TBI patients compared with adult TBI patients.

Impact of impaired homeostatic downregulation on seizure threshold

In the previous section, we showed that the differences in the properties of HSP scaling and axonal sprouting rate may explain why younger cats are less likely to develop seizures than older animals following severe brain trauma (Timofeev et al., 2013). Below we tested several specific mechanisms that could explain the difference between TBI impact on young and adult animals.

Experimental data suggest that different biophysical mechanisms are responsible for homeostatic upregulation and downregulation and that they may be differentially impaired with aging. Recent data (Sun and Turrigiano, 2011) revealed that downregulation of synaptic strength in older animals may be impaired by increased expression levels of PSD-95 (see more in Discussion). We therefore proposed that homeostatic synaptic scaling may be less bidirectional in the older animal compared with the young ones. As such, we tested a possibility of age-related changes in seizure susceptibility by varying the downregulation of synaptic weights ($\alpha_{\text{HSP}}$) while keeping upregulation constant ($\gamma_{\text{HSP}} = 0.01$) fixed. First, we set the sprouting rate to zero. Following the onset of deafferentation, the network generated spontaneous seizures for values of $\alpha_{\text{HSP}} \approx 0.003$ (Fig. 8A). Seizure threshold was reduced (compared with a control network) for all values of $\alpha_{\text{HSP}} \approx 0.002$ (Fig. 8A, inset). Reducing $\alpha_{\text{HSP}}$ to 0.001 or removing downscaling all together led to the generation of multiple recurrent spontaneous seizures in response to 50% deafferentation.

Figure 8B, C shows examples of the networks with different degrees of impairment of downregulation processes. A network model with a slightly reduced $\alpha_{\text{HSP}}$, representing scenario of a “younger” animal (Fig. 8B), did not produce spontaneous seizures following deafferentation (Fig. 8B, green triangle). Phase trajectory of this network converged to a fixed point like attractor (Fig. 8B, bottom). In the network model representing an “older” animal and having a larger reduction of $\alpha_{\text{HSP}}$ (Fig. 8C), we observed recurrent spontaneous seizures (Fig. 8C, top, end of the simulation), and the phase trajectory converged to a limit cycle-like attractor in which the synaptic weights slowly oscillated along with the average firing rate (Fig. 8C, bottom).

Analysis of the network dynamics for $\alpha_{\text{HSP}}$ values, which did not lead to spontaneous seizures ($\alpha_{\text{HSP}} \approx 0.003 - 0.01$), revealed that the amplitude of the steady-state oscillations in the reduced phase space of the average firing rate plotted against synaptic weights increased as the $\alpha_{\text{HSP}}$ value decreased (compare Fig. 8B with Fig. 8C; see Fig. 8B, inset), suggesting a dynamic mechanism of instability and seizure initiation in the models with imprecise synaptic scaling for lower $\alpha_{\text{HSP}}$ values.

Next, we explored the effects of impaired homeostatic downregulation on seizure threshold in the presence of synaptic recovery. We tested this by determining the seizure thresholds of four

Figure 6. Spontaneous epileptiform events. A, Raster plot of activity with spontaneous, recurrent seizure-like events. Deafferentation time is indicated by the green triangle ($\alpha_{\text{HSP}} = 0.06$ and check time $= 20$ s). B, Top, Single-cell activity from the network in A (black arrow). Bottom, Zoom-in shows individual bursts with spike inactivation during seizure. C, Average firing rate of the network in A. D, Mean synaptic weights dynamics as a function of time for the network in A. HSP scaling was blocked during seizure state to avoid nonphysiologically fast changes of synaptic weights.
different networks. Each network had the same sprouting rate but varied in the rate of homeostatic downregulation of synaptic weights, \( \alpha_{\text{HSP}} \) (Fig. 8D). Following deafferentation, all four networks had similar seizure thresholds at the early stages of the HSP. However, a clear-cut difference was found at the late stages of synaptic homeostasis. The networks with less impaired \( \alpha_{\text{HSP}} \) were able to recover some of the seizure threshold and prevent spontaneous seizure generation (Fig. 8D, blue and green lines). In contrast, the networks with more impaired \( \alpha_{\text{HSP}} \) produced recurrent spontaneous seizures (Fig. 8D, black and red lines overlap in most of the plot). Even for very long simulation times, the unidirectional network, \( \alpha_{\text{HSP}} = 0 \), was unable to recover its seizure threshold.

Representative examples of the network dynamics and activity of one pyramidal cell from a bidirectional \( \alpha_{\text{HSP}} = \alpha_{\text{HSP}} \) and unidirectional \( \alpha_{\text{HSP}} = 0 \) networks are shown in Figure 8E, F. The green triangles in both plots indicate the time of deafferentation. Figure 8E (left, red bar) indicates the stimulus used to induce seizure-like activity. The first spontaneous seizure generated in the unidirectional HSP network occurred 100 s before the evoked seizures in the bidirectional network. Bidirectional network never generated spontaneous seizures.

**Discussion**

Previous theoretical studies predicted that synaptic upregulation after severe brain trauma may lead to a hyperexcitable network where susceptibility for seizures is dramatically increased (Houweling et al., 2005; Fröhlich et al., 2008a; Volman et al., 2011a, b). Reduction of the seizure threshold after severe deafferentation is consistent with experimental studies where it was observed that cortical undercut increased local neuronal connectivity, which eventually increased network excitability and promoted seizures (Salin et al., 1995; Jin et al., 2006, 2011; Avramescu and Timofeev, 2008).

In this study, we present in vivo experimental data and results of computer simulations to test the hypothesis that age-related changes in HSP may be sufficient to explain the difference in the likelihood of seizure onset in young versus older animals. Our study, based on detailed modeling of the interaction between homeostatic synaptic scaling and ion dynamics, revealed that following deafferentation the threshold for initiation of seizures recovers to a state close to that in an intact network for models of young animals, but remains low for models implementing HSP changes that may occur during aging.

**Evidence for age dependence of trauma-induced epileptogenesis**

Our new in vivo data suggest a strong correlation between seizure susceptibility after brain trauma and the age of an animal. Adult cats in our study developed trauma-induced epilepsy, but none of the young cats developed epilepsy. Previous studies in rats revealed age-dependent differences in susceptibility to pharmacologically induced seizure following cortical injury. FeCl\textsubscript{3} injection induced post-traumatic seizures in young (4 months) and old (18 months) rats; however, older rats were more susceptible to post-traumatic epilepsy than younger animals and exhibited both faster seizure spread and faster seizure onset (Iyoti et al., 2009).

**Role of HSP in epileptogenesis**

Reduced network activity, through bath application of TTX in vivo or through cortical deafferentation in vivo, leads to changes in synaptic strengths and increases in the excitability of the network (Topolnik et al., 2003a, b; Wierenga et al., 2005; Jin et al., 2006; Nita et al., 2006; Echegoyen et al., 2007; Trasande and Ramirez, 2007; Avramescu and Timofeev, 2008; Ibata et al., 2008; Lemieux et al., 2014). It is generally accepted that these changes are caused by homeostatic plasticity, a regulatory mechanism, which maintains a target firing rate through upregulation of excitatory intrinsic and synaptic factors and downregulation of inhibitory factors (Burrone and Murthy, 2003; Rich and Wenner, 2007; Turrigiano, 2008; Pozo and Goda, 2010).
Our previous modeling studies explored the hypothesis that HSP may fail to control “normal” excitability in heterogeneous networks, where there are subpopulations of neurons with severely different levels of activity, conditions found in traumatized cortex (Houweling et al., 2005; Fröhlich et al., 2008a; Volman et al., 2011a, b). In these models, HSP-dependent epileptogenesis was manifested by periodic bursting events; however, realistic patterns of spike-and-wave seizures was impossible to reproduce because of the model simplicity. Changes of the ion concentrations can have profound effects on the network dynamics and may be responsible for the characteristic patterns of electrical activity observed during seizures. In particular, an increase of $[K^+]_o$ during epileptic seizures functions as a positive feedback loop to depolarize the neurons and to make the network more excitable leading to further increase of $[K^+]_o$ (Somjen, 2002; Fröhlich et al., 2008b; Krishnan and Bazhenov, 2011). The model presented in our new study included dynamics of intracellular and extracellular concentrations of $K^+$ and $Na^+$ ions, as well as intracellular concentrations of $Cl^-$ and $Ca^{2+}$. In this model, seizure-like activity closely resembled in vivo intracellular recordings of spike-and-wave electrographic seizures in cats (Avramescu and Timofeev, 2008), which spontaneously terminate and are followed by an interictal period.

Our model predicts the role of the severity of brain trauma in determining the susceptibility to seizure onset. It has been reported that cats that have undergone partial cortical deafferentation are much more likely to have seizures when anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine than cats that do not have cortical trauma.
Mechanisms of age dependence in epileptogenesis

Our in vivo study revealed that the outcome of trauma-induced epileptogenesis significantly depends on the age of the animal, with older animals being much more prone to seizures. The multiplicative nature of HSP is of the special interest in terms of age-related differences. The multiplicity of HSP depends on the modulation of AMPA receptors that occurs at all synapses on a given neuron. This type of HSP is different from synapse-specific HSP expression (Echegoyen et al., 2007; Goel and Lee, 2007; Rich and Wenner, 2007; Turrigiano, 2008; Lee et al., 2014). Age-dependent differences in multiplicative versus synapse-specific HSP expression in response to dark rearing were previously reported (Goel and Lee, 2007).

The properties of homeostatic scaling or and the rate of axonal sprouting of the traumatized connectivity may be different in young and adult animals, and may lead to the different final states of the cortical network excitability. Impaired homeostatic downregulation in the older animals will prevent full restoration of intact synaptic connectivity after recovery of synaptic input to affected areas (e.g., by axonal sprouting) (Timofeev et al., 2013). Indeed, studies on spinal cord injury-induced sprouting and hippocampal deafferentation-induced sprouting have shown age-dependent differences (Schaueweker et al., 1995; Jæreve et al., 2011). Following trauma, increases in growth-associated proteins occurred in the hippocampus young rats (3 months old), but not in adult rats (24 months old).

In our model, we tested this mechanism by introducing a model of axonal sprouting processes, which worked to compensate for the afferent input lost during partial deafferentation. Our results revealed that the network with faster sprouting rate and homeostatic scaling displayed a rapid increase of seizure thresholds after initial decline, whereas the network with slow axonal sprouting and synaptic scaling displayed prolonged periods of seizure-like activity. Although the later network eventually restored its initial high seizure threshold, we can speculate that older animals may have limited abilities for axonal pruning; and, therefore, synaptic projections to the undercut area may never fully recover, leading to chronically reduced seizure threshold.

Homeostatic scaling is a bidirectional process that aims to maintain a target firing rate through the strengthening and weakening of synaptic connections. Most of the synaptic strength modulation involved in this process can be attributed to changes in synaptic AMPA receptor densities (Rich and Wenner, 2007; Hou et al., 2008; Pozo and Goda, 2010; Remme and Wadman, 2012). It was recently demonstrated that the scaffolding protein PSD-95 is necessary for synaptic scaling, and its role in scaling the synaptic strength was dependent on age and directionality of the scaling (Sun and Turrigiano, 2011). Expression levels of PSD-95 increased as the neurons aged and PSD-95 affected mainly the downregulation of synaptic strength, whereas upregulation was much less affected. These results support our hypothesis that the downregulation of synaptic strength in older animals may be more difficult to regulate, leading to higher susceptibility for seizures (Timofeev et al., 2013). We found that impairing the sensitivity of the homeostatic scaling sensor not only reduced seizure threshold, but also led to the generation of spontaneous seizures.

Age-dependent changes of the homeostatic upregulation may contribute to seizure susceptibility. BDNF has been shown to be involved in the increase of AMPA receptor insertion following decrease in synaptic activity, but not to the removal of receptors in response to increased activity (Rutherford et al., 1998; Leslie et al., 2001; Turrigiano, 2008; Pozo and Goda, 2010). Additionally, BDNF expression levels have been shown to decrease with age (Lommatzsch et al., 2005). Together, these results suggest that reduced levels of BDNF in older animals could reduce the dynamic range of BDNF regulation of homeostatic upscaling. This may lead to larger increases in AMPA receptor insertion in response to the smaller changes in BDNF expression in older animals compared with younger ones and may provide a complimentary mechanism for age-dependent changes of the seizure susceptibility.
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